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1. ABSTRACT
The mechano-caloric effect is potentially useful in the He II temperature range. Aside
from demonstration work, little quantification effort appears to have been known since other
refrigeration possibilities have been available for some time. Successful He II use-related sys-
tem examples are listed as follows: in space, the utilization of the latent heat of vaporization has
been quite successful in vapor-liquid phase separation (VLPS) in conjunction with ther-
momechanical force application in plugs. In magnet cooling systems, the possibility of using the
mechano-caloric cooling effect in conjunction with thermo-mechanical circulation pump
schemes, has been assessed (but not quantified yet to the extent desirable). A third example is
quoted in conjunction with "superfluid wind tunnel" studies and liquid helium "tow tank" for
surface vessels respectively. In all of these (partially future) R&D areas, the question of refri-
gerator effectiveness using the mechano-caloric effect appears to be relevant, possibly in con-
junction with questions of reliability and simplicity. The present work is concerned with
quantification of phenomena including simplified thermodynamic cycle calculations.
2. INTRODUCTION
The mechano-caloric effect is a special phenomenon observed in superfluid liquid
Helium. (Helium-4 below the lambda point at this time appears to be the liquid of technology
interest, and superfluid Helium-3 is not considered.) The effect is the reverse of the ther-
momechanical effect ("fountain effect"). A difference in temperature (T), applied to He II in a
special device such as a porous plug, produces a difference in pressure (P). The latter is called
thermomechanical pressure difference. The ideal case is described by the London equation, for
constant chemical potential (kt), as
(_P/3T)_t = pS (2.1)
(p liquiddensity,S entropy per unitmass). There have been sufficientlaboratoryapplications
stimulating use in space for transfer from a supply vessel to a receiver vessel. The reverse
effect, the mechano-caloric effect, is described by
(bT/3P)_t= 1/(pS)
(2.2)
A pressure reduction from P to (P-dP) causes a temperature reduction noting that the density and
entropy have to be positive in matter which is stable. In relation to Eq. (2.2), little work has
become known, possibly because of an initial emphasis oa obtaining devices which produce low
temperatures conveniently. Less emphasis has been on high effectiveness expressed most often
in "coefficient of performance" (COP) numbers in refrigeration cycles. An early outstanding
mechano-caloric effect utilization example has been the "vortex refrigerator" of Staas and
Severijns (1969). Vortices generated from superfluid are involved in various components of the
systems, and keeping track of the vortex motion, Staas et al. have been able to describe the per-
formance of the refrigerator in "vortex language" terms. It appears to be desirable to supplement
their work using continuum tools, such as thermodynamic cycle analysis. This is one part of the
present studies which attempt to summarize highlights of preceding work. In this introduction
additional comments are made on various schemes providing cooling in the He I (above the
lambda point)/He II range, often relying on the use of the latent heat of vaporization.
Claudet, Bon Mardion, Seyfert and Verdier et al. (1974-1980) have been instrumental in
the development of a JT (Joule-Thomson) subsystem which supplies cooling for a pressurized
He II bath underneath a He I bath (usually at atmospheric pressure). (Pressurized He II is desig-
nated as He IIp, saturated He II as He IIsat.) Latent heat of vaporization, used in the auxiliary JT
loop, has to "lock in" unto the "binodar' (vapor-liquid equilibrium curve) in the He II range.
Thus, a pump is necessary. For magnet test facilities with large liquid volumes, long cooldown
times are required for a specified pump with limited capacity. A different version of this He II-
He I "hybrid system" has been reported by Hosoyama et al. (1982). Another system of the same
"family" has been described by Hakuraku (1983). Recently, Sato (1989) has outlined a magnet
cooling systemwith arathershortcooldowntime usingonly asmall liquid volumeandindirect
cooling. While thesesystemsavoidpumpdown,it is remarkedthat theElsner-Klippingsystem
(1969)for terrestrialHe II bathreplenishmentpermitsanothertypeof liquid transfer. Further,
adiabaticdemagnetizationtechniquesarepotentiallyusefulin conjunctionwith availablesuper-
conductingmagnetsin the 10Teslarange. Thereappearto be interestingalternateroutesas
soonas"high-To"superconductingmetaloxideshavebecomeviable technologymaterialsfor
refrigerationpurposes.Asidefrom all of thesesystems,usingcondensedmatterassuperconduc-
torsand/orsuperfluidliquid, therehasbeenthedemonstrationof multi-stagepumps(Severijns,
1980)with thepurposeof circulatingliquid He4 in a Helium-3/Helium-4dilution refrigerator.
A specialaspectof superfluidwind tunnels/towtankfacilities (Donnellyet al., 1989")is
theobservationthatthesmallestliquid shearviscosityhasbeenfound asnormal fluid shear
viscosity in He II near 1.7 K. (The two-fluid model assigns a finite shear viscosity to the normal
fluid component.) According to the two-fluid model, there are two components, the superfluid
and the normal fluid. An interesting property is the character of the normal fluid: it appears to be
some sort of a special Newtonian fluid (while superfluid, to some extent, has Euler fluid proper-
ties). Thus, as long as continuum conditions prevail, there appears to be a chance to model
bodies in the low shear viscosity system available as He II (noting the restrictions imposed on
such a system). An example is the aerodynamics and aero-acoustics of the fast moving levitated
train. For instance, for the "Mag-Lev" (magnetic levitation) travel scenario of future transporta-
tion systems, 500 km/hr (300 miles/hour) have been envisioned. The conventional train at 250
krn/hr reaches about 80-90 dB, and relatively unknown noise levels at 500 krn/hr appear to gen-
erate much interest in further noise reduction. Using a cross section on the order of 10 m 2, a
vehicle length on the order of 10 m, a speed of 500 km/hr, or about 140 m/s, in conjunction with
a kinematic viscosity of air on the order of 15x10 -6 m2/s, we have an order of magnitude of the
Reynolds number of 108. Using the kinematic viscosity of He II, for a speed on the order of 2
*Abstracts of the 92nd Annual Fluid Dynamics Conf., November 1989.
m/swith amodel lengthscale0.5m/10m (= 1:20),onearrivesat thesameorderof theReynolds
number. Thedissipation,for amodelvehiclewith acrosssectionon theorderof 0.025m2,is
basedona dragcoefficientorderof magnitude0.1. Therelatedforcereachestheorderof 1
Newton. Thepowerdissipation,dueto aerodynamicdrag,hastheorderof 1Watt. Thisorderof
magnitudeexamplesuggeststhattherefrigerationsystemchoicefor continuous"superfluidwind
tunnel"operationappearsto beaninterestingquestion. It is notedthatquite afew forcedcon-
vectionstudiesin He II haveled to "classicalfluid flow conditionsnoting,however,that thedrag
crisis,e.g.,on a sphere,hasnot beenquantifiedto theextentdesirable.
After theseintroductoryremarks,thepresentreportconsidersthe sectionslistedin the
"Tableof Contents"alongwith supplementaryinformation.
3. MACRO-THERMODYNAMICS INCLUDING COOLING COEFFICIENTS
Macroscopicthermodynamicchangesof stateof continuousmediaareconsidered.First,
thermodynamiccyclequantificationbasedon suitableperformancemeasuresis discussed.
Second,variousderivativesaredescribedwhichmaybeusefulin thecontextof refrigeration
cyclesinvolving He I/He II fluid states.
Thecharacterizationof thequality of asingle-componentrefrigerationcycle is quite
oftenbasedon ideal reference cycles. "Effectiveness" values, "efficiency" and/or "figures of
merit" may be defined in relation to the ideal cycle. The latter, in turn, may be limited by con-
straints on the cooling coefficient. Extensions to multi-component cycles have been known for
some time. One advantage in this area of chemical thermodynamics applications may be the use
of "waste heat" powering the process.
In mechanical vapor compression systems, the input is mechanical pumping power (fluid
compression power). The desired effect in refrigeration is the refrigeration load handled per unit
time. Referring to the power (V¢) per mass flow (rh) unit (= work per unit mass), we consider the
ratio of therefrigerationload ((_¢)to theinput work (_//rh = _V). This ratio is defined as
coefficient of performance (COP) of the cycle:
COP = Qc/w
(3.1)
The chemical thermodynamics process takes in heat at a temperature [T > Te] above the room
temperature (environmental temperature Te). In some cases space heating is desired, and this
quantity is the desired effect to be related to the input heat. In the present context of refrigera-
tion, however, the following definition is suitable:
(COP)oh = Qc/QH
(3.2)
Pump efficiency comparison. In He U-He I systems under consideration, the question frequently
coming up in recent years is as follows: is the mechanical pump superior in "efficiency" com-
pared to the thermomechanical pump using the He II thermomechanical effect? This question is
not quite fair and appropriate for a full assessment as the thermomechanical pump responds to
heat input. If sufficient "waste heat" is available, the mechanical pump cannot "compete" in this
area as it is incapable of using input heat directly. Examples of heat inputs are imperfect insula-
tion systems or special heat input components.
The comparison immediately suggests a similarity of the He II behavior to chemical ther-
modynamics cycles as far as "heat" utilization goes. It is noted that the simple heat representa-
tion in the entropy-temperature [T-S] diagram as "area-under-a-curve" does not apply in general.
Important "cold" energies and heat contributions are TxS terms in He II. Thus some caution is
needed when "classical" thermodynamics methods known from vapor compression cycles are
extended to quantify He II cyclic operation.
Turning to cooling coefficients as important constraints, we may consider the definition
0_j = (_T/_P)j at constant thermodynamic quantity "j". Examples are constant enthalpy (dH = 0),
constant entropy (dS = 0), constant chemical potential (dg = 0) and others.
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JT-system cooling constraints (3T/_P)H. This coefficient (derivative) has been important in the
Joule-Thomson Linde Hampson type cryocoolers and plants. Using the isobaric expansion
coefficient 13= (3 In v/_T)p we write
(_T/_P)H = 1/(pcp)-[13T-1]
(3.3)
(v = specific volume = 1/p; 9 density; cp specific heat at constant pressure). For the weakly
imperfect gas, the van der Waals fluid model permits a useful (qualitative) insight: the result for
(P+a/v2)(v-b) = RT (1 mol; v volume = l/p; R universal gas constant at 8.314 J/(mol K); a,b van
der Waals coefficients) at low pressure is written using normalization in terms of critical quanti-
fies (subscript c). One may express the attraction parameter as
a = (27/64)(RTc)z/Pc
(3.5)
Further, the repulsion parameter is
b = (I/8)RTe/Pc
(3.6)
The cooling coefficient is rewritten in terms of the second virial coefficient B(T). The resulting
equation is
eta = (T/cp)[dB/dT) - B/T]
(3.7)
The low-P version of van der Waals' equation involves a second virial coefficient of
B(T) -- b-a/(RT)
(3.8)
Thus, the low pressure cooling coefficient becomes
eta = (1/Cp)[(2a)/(RT)-b]
(3.9)
Therefore, the maximum inversion temperature (Ti,max) is available (eta = 0) as approximate
value of the ratio (Wi, rnax IT c = 2a/RWb). Insertion of a and b leads to
Ti, max = (27/4)T c
(3.10)
It turns out that cooling has to be accomplished by other means above the maximum temperature
of the inversioncurve. However,theratio (Ti,ma x/To) for low temperature fluids (Helium-3,
Helium-4, hydrogen isotopes, neon) is lower than the value (27/4) of the result (3.10). The
inversion curve in the Helium-4 P-T phase diagram hits the "binodal" (vapor-liquid equilibrium
curve) at about 4.5 K (McCarty Tables, 1977). Another interesting feature of He I near the
lambda point is the existence of the maximum in density with 13= 0. It turns out that any con-
vection at this point, according to a simple shock model (Caspi et al., 1986) leads to a Mach
number of first (ordinary) sound of unity. Below this maximum, i.e. in a domain very close to
the lambda temperature ('Ix) the calculations suggest existence of a "shock layer". The layer is
similar to other shock domains insofar as it appears to be very thin. It is supportive of a well-
defined interfacial domain for coexisting He I and He II. This coexistence involves transport. It
is noted that the model is based on the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium.
In the He II range, the JT coefficient, or cooling coefficient (OT/OP)H reaches negative
values as long as 13is negative. This implies heating upon imposition of the pressure reduction
in the throttling process. The specific heat per unit volume, Cpp, however, is quite small. There-
fore, the T increase becomes small. Moreover, the thermomechanics/mechanocalorics of He II
appears to be dominant as long as the entropy is large. In this context, Huang (1986) has pointed
out that at low T, where S is very small, the JT cooling coefficient becomes significant again as
(
soon as T has dropped far enough below Tk. For details the tables of Huang (op cit.) may be
consulted.
In the use of JT systems for cryocoolers, the initial system startup has to rely on a state
below the maximum inversion temperature. As soon as the system has reached a low tempera-
ture, the major impact comes from the throttling into the two-phase regime with vapor-liquid
coexistence. The common terminology of the liquid production includes the liquid yield (y = l-
x; x "quality" = vapor mass fraction per total two-phase mass). The isenthalpic throttling pro-
cess may be characterized by an equality in upstream (Hu) and downstream enthalpy (Hd), or
Hu= yHL + (1-y)Hv = I4m
Fromthis ideal changeof statethe liquid yield is obtainedas
(3.9)
y = (Hv-Hu)/(Hv-HL) = (Hv-Hu)/%
(3.10)
(H L saturated liquid enthalpy, Hv saturated vapor enthalpy, L latent heat of vaporization). Fig-
ure 3.1 is a schematic plot of the pressure-temperature diagram with arrows indicating qualita-
tively the direction of the state change for throttling (dP < 0).
Isentropic coefficient (0T/0P)s. The use of isentropic changes of state, via external work remo-
val in an expansion process, has been most effective if the expander has a high efficiency. The
cooling coefficient is
t_ = (0T/_P)s = _T/(pCp)
(3.11)
Ideal gas is characterized by (13T) = 1. Further, the mass-related difference between Cp and Cv,
the specific heat per unit volume, is R i = cp-cv (Ri individual gas constant R/Mi; M i molecular
mass of substance i). The equation of state is written in terms of these quantities as p = P/(RiT).
Insertion of these constraints into (3.11) leads to the result
(0T/0P)s = [P/T](T---1)/y
(3.12)
(y = specific heat ratio cp/c,,). The largest values of the specific heat ratio occur in monatomic
gas (in ideal gas states), e.g. Helium. Ideal gas conditions, however, are left behind as the fluid
becomes dense at low T. The density grows up to the density maximum located a few milli-K
above Tk. At the density maximum (T = T*) we have _ = 0, thus (xs becomes zero. There is no
change in T as the pressure changes from P to (P-dP). For the temperature range T_. < T < T*,
the expansion coefficient becomes negative. Therefore, the temperature increases upon an
infinitesimal decrease in pressure.
L_
L_
TEMPERATURE T
Fig. 3.1. Pressure (P) - Temperature (T) phase diagram for He 4,
schematically;
// "shock domain" with Fourier heat conduction due to
"thermohydrodynamic shock" ;
Arrows indicate direction of T-change upon throttling
dP < 0 ;
C.P. critical point
-.- line with zero isobaric expansion coefficient.
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Special conditions at the lambda point are discussed using the Grueneisen parameter FG
= 13/(pC_KT); KT isothermal compressibility - (2 In v/OP)T. The isobaric expansion coefficient
may be expressed as
= pc, I< YG
The isentropic coefficient is rewritten as
(OT/OP)s = 13T/(pCp) = (cv/cp)KTFGT
(3.13)
(3.14)
There are weak anomalies of lambda-shaped quantities. Examples are KT, FG and Cv while Cp is
distinctly lambda shaped. Therefore, no strong enhancement of (3T/OP)s may be expected at the
lambda transition. The peculiar effect of cooling, upon work supply in a pump, is predicted for
He II. However, its magnitude is quite small, and, depending on the scale of the P-T diagram
used, the decrease may look nearly like an isotherm. No verification of the cooling effect
appears to have been reported yet. In fact, He II pump operation observed has shown T
increases due to irreversibilities.
In He II there is a negative isentropic cooling coefficient until the density minimum is
reached. Below the temperature of the density minimum, we have again dT < 0 for dP< 0.
The conditions are displayed schematically in the P-T diagram (Fig. 3.2). As ideal isen-
tropic changes of state are reversible, the arrows may point in both P directions, i.e. dP< 0 and
dP > 0.
Isochoric cooling coefficient (dT/dP),,. The constant volume change is the ideal reference state
change in regenerator-based small cryocoolers. The derivative under consideration is the
reciprocal "pressure coefficient". The cooling coefficient is expressed as
(_T/_P)v = KTI_ = 1/[FGpc_]
There is a sign reversal when [_ changes sign.
(3.15)
This behavior is quite similar to the isentropic
10
L_
r_
L_
r_
TEMPERATURE T
Fig. 3.2. Pressure - temperature phase diagram of He!ium-4,
schematically; C.P. thermodynamic critical point ;
Arrows indicate direction of T-change during compression;
dP> 0 ;
r--zero isobaric expansion coefficient at density minimum,
schematically ;
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case. It is noted that regenerators need a large heat capacity for useful operation of a cooling
cycle.
Constant chemical potential coefficient (0T/3P)_t. The effect is restricted to superfluid liquid.
Again reversible conditions prevail in the limit of zero irreversibilities.
For pumping (dP> 0), by means of dT > 0, useful operation has to keep the important
pump component below T_. while restricted liquid domains may reach into the He I range. The
"pump diagram" P(T), with constant chemical potential curves included, may give a first idea
about the ideal thermostatics of various state changes (dP = pSdT).
Cooling might be read from the P(T, ! t) diagram as soon as upstream and downstream
pressures have been specified. The cooling coefficient is
0_ = (OT/0P)_ = 1/(pS)
(3.16)
The entropy is a strong function of T, while the liquid density is a very weak function of T.
Thus, at low T, the cooling coefficient is large. The use of porous plugs as mechano-caloric
componen_ has to avoid axial heat conduction as far as possible. Eventually, axial heat leaks
compensate for the cooling effect, and the ultimate temperature is reached (Hendricks, 1989).
For cyclic operation, the performance is important as well. Therefore, it is mentioned briefly
that ideal cycles (Section 5) suggest favorable COP values for temperatures near the lambda
point.
4. TERRESTRIAL He I- He II PROCESSING SYSTEMS
Liquid processing phenomenology. By the end of the 1960's basic phenomena of fluid
flow through porous media components started to get on the agenda of various research and
development teams. The quest for quantification of various phenomena apparently had become
more urgent. This action had been based on the 1937-1939 superfluidity discoveries which
12
demonstratedthecrucial role of thenarrowchanneldevices.A vivid accountof thatearly
"pioneerperiod"of timehasbeengivenby ProfessorJackAllen at theCEC/ICMC'89 (paper
GC-O1).Otherspeakersof thatsessionhavecontributed various subsequent findings and
developments of concepts in the superfluid He II area.
Concerning a classification of possible phenomena the papers of DeLong-Symco-
Wheatley (1971), Klipping et al. (e.g. Elsner-Klipping 1969 and 1973), Kreitman (1969, 1971)
and others showed a variety of flow implementation schemes. Another area of great activity has
been the exploration and utilization of He II-He I coexistence. Starting with Roubeau's observa-
tion (Roubeau 1971) and utilization, as described by Biltcliffe, Roubeau et al. (1972), "lambda
systems" have been developed.'LighfHe I is kept above "heavy" He II near the lambda point.
The next phase in the development of pressurized He I baths above He II has been con-
ducted by the group in Grenoble : Claudet, Lacaze, Roubeau, Verdier (1974) and Bon Mardion-
Seyfert- Vallier et al. have been contributors. Without subtracting from these very interesting
contributions of the group collaborators, the systems are referred to as Claudet et al. systems.
(Apologies are due for using this simplified nomenclature which does not mention the individu-
als pioneering in the field explicitly.) After these introductory remarks on the terrestrial systems,
several aspects are taken up. It is noted that the terrestrial systems have been aimed quite often
in the direction of magnet test facilities. However, several developments consider space cryo-
genics scenarios (to be discussed in section 6). Again, the following characterization of fluid
states is used:
He IIp, pressurized superfluid He II;
He IIsa t, saturated liquid He II.
Similar subscripts are applicable in the He I case noting however that the liquid behavior may be
quite "classical" lacking the thermomechanics of He II.
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An exampleof the liquefactionconditionsfor He Ilsa t production is given in Fig. 4.1.
Throttling is ideal isenthalpic pressure reduction to th, 1.8 K bath. The starting points involve
bath temperatures in the He I range. Steady flow is presumed. This implies that heat input into
He II will vaporize liquid such that replenishment is needed. Also, the He I bath on the top has
to be kept at constant liquid level. Figure 4.2 shows that YJT is above 0.8 near 2.5 K, however
when 4 K is approached the yield drops below 0.7.
The T-S diagram for the entire (ideal) process is shown in Fig. 4.2. The idealized process
assumes cooling from point 1 to point 2 on an isobar. (The isobar is close to the saturation line.)
Throttling takes place from point 2 to point 3. At point 3 two-phase conditions cause separation
of saturated liquid (L) from saturated vapor (V). Finally, warmup occurs from point (v) ideally
to point 4.
Figure 4.3 is a schematic diagram of the modified "Claudet et al. system". He IIsa t is pro-
duced in an auxiliary bath. The latter is coupled via a heat exchanger to the He IIp bath under-
neath the He I at 1 atm. The actual conditions in the He I bath are characterized by T-gradients
since He I has a small thermal conductivity. It is convenient to extract He I at the coldest spot of
the upper bath. This leads to the highest liquid yield. An example of this nature has been given
by Castaing et al. (1987).
Essential points are summarized as follows: the auxiliary bath of saturated He Ilsa t
requires pumping capability which may require a substantial vacuum pump capacity; the use of a
beneficial temperature gradient in the He I domain may reduce the heat exchange surface needed
for operation in He II near the lambda point. In space, there is sufficient "vacuum pumping"
available; however, the latent heat of vaporization used in the modified Claudet et al. process
makes this system a "passive device" such that helium is lost to the surroundings.
14
YJT
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
t
He I
HeII
S8
m
I I I I
2.5 3 3.5 4
T, K
Fig. 4.1. Example of throttling of He I to liquid He II
at 1.8 K : liquid yield YJT as a function of
the initial bath temperature ;
Assumption : ideal, quasl-steady process.
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He
H£
Fig. 4.3. Modified"Claudet et al system" for processing of fluid in
the auxiliary JT system for the dual bath He I _(i atm) and
He II ; HE heat exchanger ; JT throttling val_t; WTL
"weakPthermal llnk" = thermal component providing He II
P
and He I coexistence.
(From Ca_andang et al. ,1986).
He I : upper domain is close to He Isa t (i atm);
lower domain is subcooled.
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T_K
5
3
2
1,5
0 4 8 12 " 6
s , Ol(gKI)
Fig. 4.2 . Schematic graph of cycle sequence (Ideal case)
of modified Claudet et al processing system in the
temperature -entropy diagram (log T-vs S);
Cycle : 1-2-3-4-1 ; (or P-H-P-T);
1-2 ISOBAR; 2-3 ISENTHALPIC CURCE;3-L ;(L saturated
liquid ; 3-v ;3-v saturated vapor ;
L-4 ISOBAR ; 4-1 ISOTHERM .
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5. IDEAL B-P-p-P CYCLE FOR HELIUM II (SUPERFLUID HELIUM-4)
The cycle consists of isobaric changes (dP = 0) and of iso-potential changes (chemical
potential increment dl.t = 0). In general it is noted that there has been a relatively small number
of reports on cyclic operation involving either thermomechanical pressure increase, or
mechano-caloric changes of state, or both. The ideal cycle, considered in the present section 4,
appears to be among the simple possible choices of ideal state change sequences.
The question coming up in this area may be formulated as follows: why do we have only
a limited knowledge of cycle applications in the He II area? A (partial) answer seems to be
related to the fact that in the T-range from 1 to 2 Kelvin there are sufficient cooling techniques
available which alleviate the need for alternate systems.
Nevertheless it is noted that there are the various "Claudet et al." refrigerators, and varia-
tions thereof reported by Warren et al. (1980), Hosoyama et al. (1982), Hakuraku-Ogata (1983),
Sato (1989) and others.
The first demonstration of He II cooling without moving components appears to be the
Staas-Severijns He II "vortex refrigerator" (Staas-Severijns 1969).
Cooling limitations in this area have been discussed by Hendricks (1989). Other work
has pointed out the advantage of a high coefficient of performance predicted for ideal systems
(Frederking et al. 1988). Alterations in the direction of multi-stage fountain effect pump systems
are demonstrated in the system of Severijns (1980). Obviously several state change combina-
tions, and cycle variations appear to be possible in this relatively restricted temperature range.
Therefore, a few features will be discussed briefly.
The option of a power system demonstration may be raised. However, this cycle direc-
tion is rather unattractive as the density (volume) changes of the working fluid are rather small.
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(A modelexceptionfor small loadsis thespiderdemonstratedby Kapitza,e.g.Atkins 1959.)
Thesmallvolumechangesinducequestionsfor realisticperformancedataasthis typeof fluid
appearsto makerefrigeration an attractive option. A special condition is the negative expansion
coefficient of He II in the T-range between the lambda temperature and about 1.2 K. This pro-
perty is reminiscent of water between 273 K and 277 K. In contrast to water, the thermomechan-
ics is accompanied by heat evolution more in line with chemical thermodynamics than with
single-component behavior.
A brief inspection of the refrigeration/cryocooler literature reveals a nearly complete lack
of He II vortex cooler listings. Therefore, two essential components are considered first in a
qualitative sense (Fig. 5.1). The pressure increase in the FEP unit has been the topic of a lot of
recent interest in liquid He II transfer in space (section 6). The Staas-Severijns system demons-
tration fortunately has included both, the use of a mechanical (centrifugal) pump and the use of a
stationary FEP. This experience with both types of pressurization systems induces confidence
concerning "mechano-caloric depressurization". Rather little knowledge, outside qualitative
experimental findings in ideal geometries, appears to be available on this point. Yet, the data
base on other components of the cycle has provided a lot of insight. Thus, the method of induc-
tion arguments may be used for the unknown features of the mechano-caloric component along
with the Staas-Severijns findings.
Ideal reference cycle. The ideal sequence involves abrupt changes of state at points 2 and 4 (Fig.
5.1) where several constraints are imposed. In detail we have the sequence (Fig. 5.2) 1-2-3-4-1
with
1-2 constant chemical potential P-increase;
2-3 aftercooler, ideally at dP = 0 back to the initial temperature, i.e. T = T;
3-4 iso-potential depressurization with dP < 0 dT< 0, i.e. mechano-caloric cooling;
19
T T4S 4
\
4
/
Q23
ENTROPY S
Fig. 5.1. Idealized vortex refrigerator cycle _-P-p-P;
T-S diagram , schematically ;
Inset : FEP fountain effect pump (TM pump=thermomech.pump);
HE heat exchanger
MCU mechano-caloric unit
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4-1 heat supply, ideally at dP = 0.
The last state change departs from the design of the Staas-Severijn system. The latter has an adi-
abatic component after point 4, i.e. the real (non-ideal) point 4. Thus, vortex shedding processes
and their effects on the cycle have been accessible in the early pioneer work of these authors.
A peculiar aspect is the "chemical thermodynamics" feature of the process with heat evo-
lution. This may be understood as an outcome of the two-fluid model with normal fluid, the
entropy carrier fluid, and superftuid lacking entropy. The heats evolving at points 1 and 4 are TS
terms. The heat exchanger isobars contain "classical" thermal energies "seen" as areas-under-a-
curve in the T-S diagram. In order to avoid confusion of overlapping areas in a T-S plot, we
make use of arrows representing (TS) heat evolution terms (Fig. 5.1).
Figure 5.1 is distorted somewhat for purposes of illustration. Individual state changes are
discussed subsequently.
State change. The isopotential change from 1 to 2 is idealized using the notion of an ideal
superleak (ISL). There are only thermostatic changes with a pressure rise according to the Lon-
don equation. Kinetic energy effects are neglected.
T2
APg = P2-P: = I pS(T)dT
T, (5.1)
The pressure influence on the entropy is relatively weak. Also the density variation is rather
weak. Therefore, a first order approximation is
T2
APg = p I S(T)dT
T1 (5.2)
The heat evolution is a result of two-fluid properties: only superfluid can pass through the ISL.
The very narrow fluid passages of the ISL immobilize the normal fluid because of its finite shear
viscosity. Superfluid flow tends to increase the "concentration" of superfluid at the warm
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(downstream) location. Heat input at the rate rnT2S 2 prevents the system from cooling down (rh
mass flow rate, subscript d and u denote downstream and upstream location respectively).
On the upstream side the two-fluid properties tend to increase the normal fluid concentra-
tion as fluid leaves. This is to be prevented by entropy and heat removal. For the mass flow rate
rh, the thermal energy removal rate is (rhT1 $1 ). The heats Q1 = T1 $1 and Q2 = TzS2 are indi-
cated in the T-S diagram by arrows noting that T S are rectangular areas.
The isobaric T-reduction in the aftercooling process from 2 to 3 is represented as classi-
cal" area-under-a-curve" in the T-S diagram. The heat removal rate is
%
7"2 (5.3)
(T3 = T1). The subsequent change from 3-4 at dl.t = 0, and the isobaric change from 4 to 1 is
treated in the manner used for the first part of the cycle.
Performance figures for the process may be adopted from the point of view of an "environmental
temperature" (T) in the He II range. For the Staas-Severijns system the heat T S is the useful
(ideal) refrigerator load. Therefore, the COP for this system is defined as (_'ig. 5.2)
COPst-s = Q4/Q2 = T4 S4/(T2 S2 ) (5.5)
For the possibility of using the isobaric heat Q41 = Qp/Q41 = Qp the following ideal COP may
be defined
COPi = (Q4+Q41)/Q2
= [T4S 4 + f cpdT]/(T2S2) (5.5)
Cycle improvements. Among the possibilities are multi-stage pumps, e.g. 4-stage pump of
Severijns (1980), 2-stage pump, Kittel (1988). The multi-stage pumping system may be comple-
mented by iso-potential multi-stage "expansions".
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Fig. 5.2 . Coefficient of performance (COP) for
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Inset: COP. for various pressure increases;
------------ i
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2.1
Literature on the pressure rise (point 1 to point 2 ,Fig.5.1)
has been quoted in the subsequent Table 5.1 on FEP or TM
pump papers . Literature on transfer systems has been listed
in Table 5.2 as general transfer topics . Literature on
mechanical pumping devices is listed in Table 5.3.
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Table 5.1. Authors of papers on FEP(Fountain Effect
P_ump)systems ; (or TM=t_he_mom_echan_calpumps)
Arp 1986
Broulik-Hess 1978
Elsner 1973 ; Elsner-Klipping 1969,1973
DiPirro 1989
DiPirro-Bo_le 1988
DiPirro-Castles 1986
DiPirro-Kittel 1988
Frank-Yuan 1988
Frederking et al. 1988
Frederking-Kittel-Nast-Liu 1986
Green 1989
Hermanson-Mord-Snyder 1986
Hofmann and Hofmannet al. 1986
Kittel 1985
1986 , 1988
Mord et al° 1986
Nast et al. 1986
Schmidtchen-Denner 1987
Severijns 1980
Srinivasan-Hofmann 1985
Staas - Severijns 1969
Yuan Frank 1988
Yuan-Nast 1987
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Table 5.2 Authors of papers on transfer line
phenomenologyand related work
Anderson 1989
Arp 1986
Brooks 1986
DiPirro-Castles 1986
DiPirro-Kittel 1988
DiPirro 1989
Dresner et al. 1986
Dresner 1989
Hermansonet al. 1986
Israelsson et al. 1988
Lee-Ng-Brooks 1988
Mills et al. 1988
Mord et al. 1986
Nast et al. 1986
Ng-Lee-Brooks 1989
Purohit et al 1988
Yang et al. 1980
Yuan-Frank 1988
Yuan-Nast 1987
Yuan-Nast 1988
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Table 5.3. Authors of papers on mechanical pumping
systems
Arp 1986
Berndt et al. 1989
Huebeneret al. 1984
Izenson Swift 1988
Kamioka et al. 1984
Kamioka 1989
Ludtke_et al. 1988
Ludtke-Daney 1988
Staas-Severijn 1969
Walstrom et al. 1988
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6. SPACE SYSTEMS FOR He I-He II FLUID PROCESSING
The provocative question has been asked: can Helium-3-Helium-4 dilution refrigerators
operate aboard space craft (Jackson 1982)? Similar questions may be raised for other liquid-
vapor processing components. Apparently the conversion of terrestrial superfluid liquid He II
systems is easy for temperatures below the lambda point. He II has special thermomechanical
drive mechanisms. As gravity is absent, the use of the thermomechanics (mechano-calorics)
appears to be relatively straightforward. However this first superficial inspection may be
misleading. For instance, during high heat loads in terrestrial He II at "1 g" there may be a
sufficiently high limit imposed on efficient cooling via vapor bubbles of a nucleate boiling
"layer". This mode has been called "triple-phase nucleate boiling". No information appears to be
available about the related limits for He II-wetted components at micro gravity. Van der Waals
forces and electric fields (e.g. Israelsson et al. 1988) appear to aid in the liquid management
tasks.
Careful evaluations may include initial ground tests, and in some cases equipment may
be turned upside down in order to check functioning of the device. An example is the VLPS test
of Seizer et al. (1970) in the initial experimental evaluation of the Fairbank plug. Drop towers
and short duration micro-gravity flights may provide guidance data for the system to be used in
space. Design trade studies in various areas have been conducted. Examples are capillary/surface
tension devices (Frank et al. 1988, J.M. Lee 1989, Nast et al. 1986, Purohit et al. 1988). Other
concerns have been in the following categories: liquid volume and mass losses, power and heat
input requirements.
"Passive" liquidpurnpdown. Breon (1988) has addressed volumetric liquid losses during fluid
handling on the space station. For instance, liquid Helium-4 pumpdown has been calculated for
evaporative cooling and for JT-mediated cooldown. In both cases the latent heat of vaporization
is utilized. The pressure range covered in the studies corresponds to temperatures from 4.5 K to
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1.5K.
In contrastto terrestrialoperations,spaceprovides"vacuumpumping", ideally at zero
energyexpenditure.Thus,powerrequirementsarenotagreatconcern.Howeverfor theoverall
"economy"liquid preservationis important.Theresultsobtainedshowarathersmallsuperiority
of theJT methodin comparisonto theevaporativecoolingmethod. Figure6.1showstheliquid
volumeretainedasa functionof the initial temperature(Ti). The volume is a monotonically
increasing function of T . A comparison with Figure 4.1 shows qualitative agreement with the
liquid mass retention data (yield [y] results).
Other mass fraction results have been reported in the literature for evaporative cooling
(Mironer 1986, Carandang et al. 1986). The comparison of rigorous results with simplifications
is shown in Fig. 6.2 from Carandang et a1.(1986). It is seen that pumpdown to 1.5 K involves
substantial losses. The real vessel has heat inputs, and liquid loss data appear to be in agreement
with the role of the "zero heat leak" vessel performance as upper bound. For a quick assessment,
the figure of Carandang et al. (Fig. 6 of their paper) is reproduced here as Fig. 6.3.
The Claudet et al. liquid processing system, modified for space, appears to be useful.
However as more plumbing, preferably in light-mass aluminum or similar alloy, is added, care-
ful considerations of weight penalties are in order. For the Claudet et al. system we refer to the
previous section 4. In summary, the various thermodynamic processing options give thermo-
dynamic constraints whose heat leaks and masses need to be known. All of the options show
significant improvements in liquid retention when liquid near the lambda point is supplied.
Active devices, such as space station refrigerators, appear to be of great interest as soon
as reliability figures have created confidence along with a good efficiency record.
Vapor-liquid phase separation (VLPS). The VLPS components and subsystems appear to be
rather rich in variations taylored for specific vessel operation demands. The porous plug acting
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as "passive device" seems to be the simplest solutions. (This component may be needed in the
implementation of the thermodynamics of the preceding section.) It turns out that "active
VLPS" operation may include operation on the characteristics toward liquid breakthrough. A
downstream vaporizer heat exchanger may be needed, and work of the Klipping group has pro-
vided a rich data base for the active slit system with controlled operation (Klipping group:
Denner et al. 1978, 1980, 1986; Klipping 1986).
Pore size selection and overall plug size selection has been a topic of great interest, as
documented in the literature. The following conclusions seem to be suggested by authors' obser-
vations: there is no apparent agreement in throughput versus driving force regime nomenclature;
there appear to be difficulties of isolated liquid breakthrough for plugs with cracks and pinholes;
certain operational conditions in terrestrial tests suggest vapor penetration from the downstream
side of the plug toward the liquid wetted domains. Further permeabilities are not uniquely
defined in some cases. Thus, a general comparison based on heat (normal fluid) transport has
been less common than to be expected.
Basic understanding of VLPS progress has been forthcoming for IRAS type plugs
(porous stainless steel sintered plugs; Urbach Mason 1985). It has been possible find a common
frame of reference for the comparison: the "bottleneck" transport mode is caused by normal fluid
flow limitations for this class of plugs. As the normal fluid carries the heat, it is the heat flow
which is limited by the liquid-filled spaces (Yuan 1985, Yuan et al. 1987, 1989). The location of
each plug in the characteristic length diagram forms the basis for an initial critical assessment of
a plug manufactured for a specific task.
The literature on VLPS has been quite extensive, and the proceedings of space cryogen-
ics workshops may be useful. Documentation of the workshops has been available since 1986:
issues of the "Cryogenics" journal February 1986, January 1987, February 1988, May 1989. The
following references are quoted explicitly (in addition to the authors mentioned above: Eisner
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1973, Petrac 1975, Karr-Urban 1980, Becker et al. 1980, Schotte-Denner 1981, Murakami 1984
(further Nakai et al. 1984, 1987), Urbach-Mason 1984, Schotte 1984, Karr-Hendricks 1986,
Ruediger-Wanner 1987, Schaellig-Seidel 1987 and collaborators.
Transfer line system: thermodynamics and transport. The specifications of the line may include
cooldown of warm components at the receiver end and "cold" vessel processing tasks. For both
types of pumps, mechanical and fountain effect pump (FEP) devices, a temperature difference
appears. Thus, a certain thermodynamic path is representative of the mean fluid state changes.
Further, heat inputs are important, and the ideal "zero heat leak" transfer line is an ideal refer-
ence case.
Examples of transfer lines have been presented in the various space cryogenics
workshops (documented as listed above). A few papers mentioned here are given as follows:
Analytical study of He II flow characteristics (Mord et al. 1986, Hermanson et al. 1986, Lee-
Ng-Brooks 1988; Snyder 1988, Ng et al. 1988); turbulent flow pressure drop (Walstrom-
Weisend-Maddocks-Van Sciver 1988).
Pumping of liquid has been a major concern including the optimum choice of parameters
for stationary devices such as FEP systems and other arrangements. Concerning a comparison of
mechanical pumps with FEP units, there are entirely different performance concepts. The FEP
needs only thermal energy (in principle, being a "waste heat" user). The mechanical pump needs
mechanical power, and cavitation at the inlet of rotor systems is a concern, e.g. centrifugal and
axial pumps. For FEP units, the initial liquid acquisition has been of great interest.
An initial example of a comparison between FEP and mechanical pump has been
presented (Arp 1986). Topics of mechanical centrifugal pumps have been addressed by several
authors, e.g. Ludtke-Daney 1988, Daney 1988. Additional authors addressing pump phenomena
have been Steward (1986), Izenson-Swift (1988), Van Sciver et al. (198), Berndt-Doll-
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Wiedemann(1989)andothers.Othermechanicalmeanshavebeenpressurizationdevices,e.g.
Kamioka 1989.
Concerning FEP units and related systems, the on-orbit transfer has been of great interest,
e.g. Kittel-DiPirro 1989, Kittel 1988 and others. (We refer also to section 5 as far as general FEP
use in the "vortex refrigerator" is concerned.)
Liquid acquisition has been a topic of the 1988 space cryogenics workshop (Cryogenics
May 1989). For instance, Frank-Yuan (1988), Anderson (1989) and DiPirro (1989) have
presented details of acquisition system development work whose design constraints have been
discussed by J.M. Lee (1989). Mesh screen use for acquisition has been presented by
Maddocks-Van Sciver (1989).
The influence of electric fields for fluid motion control has been of interest in the area of
dilution refrigerators (Jackson 1982) and for space cryogenics, e.g. Israelsson et al. (1988).
Non-ideal conditions. The VLPS operation at micro-gravity does not involve a significant static
(gravitational) pressure increase. Therefore, the operation is much closer to vapor-liquid equili-
brium boundaries, on the liquid side than to ideal thermostatics (Fig. 6.4). A simplified set of
idealized state changes is shown in Fig. 6 as changes a to c.
With the establishment of non-ideal conditions the possibility of alternate cooling paths
appears to be an interesting area of applications. For instance, the sequence "P-Ix" may be con-
sidered a part of the cycle of the previous section 5. Non-ideal conditions appear to be a realistic
possibility.
For non-ideal FEP systems, Kittel (1988) has treated the iso-caloric pump including a
two-stage FEP version.
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Fig. 6.4 . Phase diagram with changes of state, schematically;
a. ideal case of d_ = 0 ;
b. idealized change with a small P-increase at d_ = 0
and a subsequent isobaric change;
c. change near vapor - liquid equilibrium
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7. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments conducted include the following tasks: permeability determination at
room temperature using both sintered ceramics and metal porous media, pressure transducer
measurements at room temperature and at low temperature, test rig construction for the different
porous media, test chamber system and component manufacturing for the mechano-caloric test.
Porous alumina. The A1203 product has been manufactured by Coors Porcelain Company, Gol-
den, CO. Filtration ratings are the usual characterization quantities for separation tasks. For the
very fine plugs these ratings vary from one batch to the next with a concomitant shift in spectral
distribution. Pore sizes have been quoted to be in the range of <0.5 Hm. There is a characteristic
length diagram: lengths are rather well defined if there are no hollow spaces, and when the plug
has a rather uniform porosity distribution (Khandhar, 1989). The ratio of the filtration rating size
(nominal size) So to the characteristic length CLc) is about 2-5 for porosities from 30 to 50%.
The characteristic length _1_ = Lc, for So = 0.2 _n, turns out to be as small as 0.1 to 0.04 I.tm (or
less). This implies Darcy permeabilities at or below 10 -1° cm 2.
At room temperature any external application of a pressure difference across the porous
medium amounts to a rather low flow in comparison to VLPS plugs. Therefore the geometry
chosen is a cylindrical cup-like porous system whose dimensions are not exactly constant along
the cup axis. The cup length is 7.92 cm (diameter 1 in = 2.54 era; wall variation bottom wall
about 0.33 era, side walls about 0.42 cm thick, i.e. the top section has 1.77 cm I.D.). The system
used for initial pressure transducer calibration is shown as Figure 7.1. We are indebted to Dr.
Eisner for his input and special design, construction and experimental evaluation. Only one
complete cup of the two-cup system (number 1) is shown in Figure 7.1.
A similar double cup arrangement has been constructed as test rig for low temperature
runs in liquid He/I. This system (no. 2) is shown schematically in Figure 7.2. A phenolic ring
section serves as cup connector with current leads for an internal heater and a thermometer (s).
In contrast to the first system, a copper shielding cylinder is absent. The assembly is mounted on
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Figure 7.1 . Ceramic double-cup assembly : apparatus _ I;
PD pressure transducer ; TH thermometer .
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Fig. 7.2. Ceramic porous filter cup system (apparatus # 2);
Schematic drawing; C-TH carbon thermometer; IHU
internal heater unit; PD pressure transducer; PR
phenolic ring
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a phenolic disk located at the bottom of the two-cup assembly. Various wires coming out from
the interior, through the phenolic ring, are routed to a multi-wire connector plug. The wire sys-
tem, wound in a helical fashion around the support tube, provides connection to instruments out-
side the helium dewar.
Room temperature permeability. Helium gas is passed through the system using a simple
"outflow method". A single cup sample is subjected to flow from a helium gas-filled balloon
attached, after filling, to the open side of the cup. The outflow takes place slowly, at room tem-
perature and for near-ideal gas conditions P = pRT. Thus, we have VdP + PdV = 0, or an abso-
lute relative change in pressure
AP/P -- -AV/V
(7.1)
The flow rate is accessible from observations of the rate of change of the volume with time, e.g.
by order of magnitude: 1 cm3/s. According to Darcy's law the volumetric flow rate is
= ATOTV° = ATOT[ IAPI/d]/rl (7.2)
From Eq. (7.1) the pressure difference is obtained to first order as AP = P(AV/V). Therefore, the
permeability is obtained as
I_= yI(_//AP)d]AToT
The orderof magnitude isestimatedas follows:
Shear viscosity,Helium-4:
Pressure:
Thickness (d):
Total area (AToT):
Relative volume change:
Resulting permeability (apparent):
(7.3)
200 _tP;
I bar;
0.4 cm;
I0 cm;
0.I;
10-11 cm 2.
(order of magnitude result). Numerical values during the outflow test have been based on the
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meanareaof Ato t = 56 cm 2 and the thickness d = 0.4 cm. The radius of the balloon, filled with
Helium-4 gas, varies with time (Fig. 7.3). The plot shows an initial change of the radius with
time corresponding to 0.2 cm/min. The volume flow rate is _/= 5.9 cm3/s. The relative volume
variation during the initial observation is AV/V = 0.3. The result is an apparent permeability of
2.4xlO -11 cm 2. There is a mean free path (MFP) effect causing slip at the narrow fluid passages
of the porous medium.
The mean free path effect is taken into account on the basis of the modified Knudsen
equation proposed recently by us for sintered metal plugs (Frederking et al. 1988). Figure 7.4 is
reproduced from the previous work. It is seen that the slip effect is quite large for permeabilities
on the order of 10 -11 cm 2. The individual gas constant is referred to (Fig. 7.4): R is the univer-
sal gas constant divided by the molecular mass (molecular weight M of species i). The MFP is
based on the definition used in vacuum technology (Barron 1985). [Helium gas at room tem-
perature, 1 atm: MFP = 195 I.tm. Figure 7.5 shows MFP-values at 1 atm and 293 K for various
simple gases.
The variation of the effective permeability with MFP-to-characteristic length ratio is
based on the function for the sintered metal plugs. The permeability for infinitely small MFP
(bulk fluid medium) turns out to be 1.4xlO -lz" cm 2. This value is comparable, in order of
magnitude, to the ceramic cup result reported by DiPirro (1988); [4.43xlO -lz cmZ; subcooled
He I result]. The cup has been from the same manufacturer (Coors).
Metal Flow Restriction Device
Permeability. A disk-screen system has been used in order to provide an alternate solution with
only metallic components (exception: epoxy wall sealing). The main "throttling device" is a Cu-
disk with fine crack-like "holes". There are wire screen spacers between the disks. The screens of
circular form, matching the disk diameter, have been cut from stainless steel 304 cloth. The wire
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mesh has a square weaving pattern. The nominal wire diameter is 1 mil (25.4 I.tm) ["500 mesh"].
From this nominal number one calculates a nominal "square hole" diameter of 25.4 lain. The
porosity of the material is about (2/3).
The Cu-disks have a diameter of 9 mm. Along the circumference there is a rim domain
without holes. The holes have sizes varying from several microns across the narrow side of the
passage to about 10 I.tm in the elongated direction.
Room temperature runs with Helium-4 gas show a linear pressure drop versus throughput
function. There appears to be a small slip effect which is considerably reduced compared to the
double cup alumina system. The individual copper disk permeability is related to the approach
conditions toward the perforated disk. Values from 5x10 -9 to 9x10 -9 cm 2 have been found for
two sample disk assemblies. The disk-screen spacer setup has 10 Cu-disks and 9 stainless steel
spacers. Figure 7.6 is a plot of the pressure drop versus the velocity at room temperature. The
permeability, uncorrected for mean free path effects, is 5.85x10 -8 cm 2.
Cryostat system. A schematic picture of the cryostat assembly is given as Figure 7.7. Helium-4
gas from a gas cylinder is admitted to a liquid nitrogen precooler. The gas flows through a par-
tially insulated transfer tube into the helium dewar sections of heat exchanger packages. The
mechano-caloric can is equipped with the incoming fluid line, the outflow line and vacuum line.
The gas leaving passes through a downstream flow meter.
Figure 7.8 is a schematic graph of the chamber with a U-shape loop and the mechano-
caloric plug section in the upstream leg of the "U". The top components near the fluid entrance
are shown as Figure 7.9. The top is a Cu-disk. Past use of coupling heat exchangers on vacuum
insulated cans has included "pigtail" heat exchangers: a small Cu-tube helix, open-ended on both
ends permits an easy mounting technique by brazing (or equivalent bonding technique).
Pressure transducer results.
Initial data have been taken at room temperature and liquid nitrogen tempera-
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ture with the alumina apparatus no. 1 (courtesy Dr. Elsner). The pressure transducer of the KPY
series ( Breimesser et al. 1984 and Walstrom et al. 1987) has been selected. Though originally
the transducer operation has been specified only for the temperature range from --40dc to
+125dc, low temperature use appears to be useful. Figure 7.10 presents data obtained at various
bath and environmental conditions. The dissipation through the system is rather high: the result-
ing thermal load from the instrument may be used for heat input purposes.
Figure 7.11 shows thermogram records of apparatus no. 2. Figure 7.1 la displays the ther-
mometer response to a step input in power. The linear region is seen to be followed by non-
linear transport conditions. Fig. 7.1 lb shows the corresponding pressure transducer results. The
linear and non-linear parts of the T-records are seen to be reflected in the pressure readings.
An example of a high step power input is presented as Figure 7.12. The temperature
excursion after the initial T-rise corresponds to "high" temperatures of film boiling (Fig. 7.12a).
The conditions are locally not quite uniform: Fig. 7.12b shows an initial pressure rise, however
the subsequent P-history tends to be uniformly high while the temperature fluctuates
significantly.
An inspection after the liquid Helium run with system #2 revealed inconsistencies of the
data in comparison to previous work with sintered stainless steel plugs. After warmup to room
temperature alumina cup damage was found. Cracks appeared, and chips of alumina had been
flaking off at an unknown point in the history of cup operation. Afterwards, closing of the crack
and damaged domains by epoxy was part of the preparation of a second set of runs. It turned out
that the same phenomena did show up again: cracks again obscured the approach toward a low
temperature permeability determination of the alumina.
Comment. The work at this point has been facing the demanding task associated with prepara-
\
tions of the dual conference CEC/ICMC'89 at UCLA, July 24-28, 1989. The great success of the
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conference with more than 800 attendees has been possible by the support of many people. The
present lab crew has provided devoted input and great help while the P.I. has been CEC chair.
The work carried out so far has provided an initial start for detailed tests of various "expansion"
components. Acknowledgments are certainly in order : Gene Kim did a fabulous job during
machining, construction and assisting with data collection. Steve Novak, and Foster Tam have
provided enthusiastic support throughout the 1988/1989 time period up to now.
8. CONCLUSIONS
In the area of mechano-caloric (MC) effect applications, such as "MC-device" subsys-
tems of He II vortex refrigerators, the following research results are listed for the present work:
The coefficients of performance are high in the high temperature range of He II. At low T, the
competition between heat leakage and high cooling coefficients constitutes an ultimate limit
imposed on vortex refrigerator use. For space cryogenics, the task of interfacing a He I system
with a He II refrigerator appears to be somewhat similar to terrestrial choices if a dual pressure
system is employed (sacrificing simplicity). (Note: reliability and simplicity may impose con-
straints on sophisticated solutions.)
In the area of other MC applications and related systems there are special tasks, e.g.
liquid transfer lines. The following results appear to be suggested by our studies: The selection
of a "half-cycle", consisting of an isobar followed by an isopotential change (P-_) is attractive
from the point of view of ideal thermodynamics. Realistic micro-gravity work faces non-ideal
conditions. The use of the heat (T S), in principle, is less attractive for passive systems com-
pared to the latent heat of vaporization as the latter is large compared to the former. These
points appear to make the distinction between (I.t-P) and VLPS less clear cut in microgravity.
The suggested version is the (t.t-P) half cycle device for certain cooling/heat rejection tasks.
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In theareaof experimentalresults,thedatashowtheusefulnessof variouspermeability
measurementtechniquesandprecautionsneededfor non-metalliccomponents:A very simple
versionfor very low permeabilityplugsis theoutflow methodin conjunctionwith themodified
Knudsenequation(a low-T verificationis desirablethough). Theabovemethodappearsto be
quitehandyfor initial plug screeningpurposes.In contrastto compressionalloads,the applica-
tion of tensilestresson ceramicsmayleadto local fracturein particularwhenthermalstresses
aresuperposed.
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APPENDIX
ABSTRACTS OF
PAPERS
A :
This Appendix Section contains either abstracts or
extended abstracts of papers related to space cryogenics
problems. The work is in part directly related to the
NASA grants received , or it is indirectly related to
those grants .
*)Additional coauthors have been F. Afifi, P. Abbassi,Bi!l Chen,W.A.
Hepler, P.K. Khandhar, D.Y. Ono .
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SLIP EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH KNUDSEN TRANSPORT
PHENOMENA IN POROUS MEDIA
Porous media used in phase separators and thermomechanical pumps
have been the subject of characterization efforts based on the
Darcy permeability of laminar continuum flow (in the "creeping
motion" regime). The latter is not always observed at low speed,
at particular at permeabilities below 10-9 cm 2 . The present
experimental and theoretical studies address questions of slid
effects associated with long mean free paths of gas flow at room
temperature . Data obtained are in good agreement, within data
uncertainty , with a simplified asymptotic Knudsen equation
proposed for porous plugs on the basis of Kudsen's classical flow
equation for long mean free paths.
It is noted that the Knudsen equation has not been used to any
significant extent in the literature.(A reason for this may be the
symbolics used by Kudsen which departs from today's nomenclature).
Knudsen's equation has been derived for tubes and similar ducts
not necessarily of circular cross section. Further, Knudsen's
equation has an asymptote for moderate ratios of the mean free
path (4) to the characteristic length (Lc =_t I/2) associated
with the system. This asymptote is _eff = _( i + const_/ Lc).
The present porous media are described , to first order, by
_eff/ _ = ( I + 1.15°_ / Lc )
(sintered stainless steel plugs of phase separators and similar
applications).
*) T.H.K. Frederking, W.A. Hepler and P.K. Khandhar, Cryogenics
vol. 28, 1988 , pp. 110-114.
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PERFORMANCETEST OF A LABORATORYPUMPFOR
LIQUID TRANSFERBASED ON THE FOUNTAIN EFFECT
by
W.E.W. Chen , T.H.K. Frederking and W.A. Hepler
A laboratory scale pump has been tested in detail in
order to determine the flow characteristics of a heater-
activated all-metal thermomechanical pump (fountain effect
pump FEP). The emphasis is on the functional dependence
of the fountain pressure difference versus mass throughput.
A modified Vote et al. power law approximation is
employed for a simplified description of the flow rate
as a function of the driving force. Flow rates of up to i0
liters/( hr cm2) have been obtained despite a large
nominal pore size of the porous plug of 2 _rn
(filtration rating) used for the FEP.
Presented as paper BC-6, CEC/ICMC 87, St. Charles, IL,
June 14-18, 1987.
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CRITICAL TRANSPORTPARAMETERS FOR
POROUSMEDIA SUBJECTEDTO COUNTERFLOW
T.H.K. Frederking, F.A. Afifi and D.Y. Ono
Experimental and theoretical studies have been conducted to determine critical parameters
at the onset of non-linear counterflow in He II below the lambda point of 4He. Critical
temperature differences have been measured in porous media for zero net mass flow and
for Darcy permeabilities in the order of magnitude range from 10 -1° to 10 -8 cm 2. The
normalized critical temperature gradients, which covered the liquid temperature range of
1.5K to the lambda temperature, are found to vary with T proportional to the ratio of the
superfluid density to the normal fluid density. This liquid temperature dependence appears
to be consistent with duct data which are limited at low temperature by a Reynolds number
criterion.
Keywords: space cryogenics; helium; critical parameters; porous media
Cryogenics vol. 29, 1989, pp. 498-502 ;
Presented at the Space Cryogenics Workshop
18-19 July , 1988
, Frascat i
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ONSETOF VAPORIZATION ASSOCIATED WITH COUNTERFLOW
IN POROUSMEDIA
T.H.K. Frederking, P.K. Khandhar and P. Abbassi
Porous sintered metal plugs have been subjected to
counterflow. A step input ire power is applied to a
heater inside a He I chamber which is connected via
the plug to an external He II bath. Phenomena of
phase transitions are analyzed on the basis of
thermograms obtained: there is liquid He II
superheating across the first order phase transition
boundary of the vapor pressure curve. Extended vapor
domains are produced for high heat inputs when the
liquid temperature locally exceeds the homogeneous
nucleation temperature.
Proc. ICEC-12; paper C4-5, presented at the ICEC-12 ire
Southampton, July 12-15, 1988.
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r-
u p p I e m e n t :
Special Invited Sessior:s at CEC/!CMC'89
O n
"I/° century of superfluid helium"
T.H.K. Frederking, Chairman CEC'89
This "supplement" section presents a few remarks
c,n the "i/2 cer_tury.. " sessions at last year's conference
at UCLA Some of these highlights, though considered
possibly "historical", pertain significarctly to, today's
discussions (:,n the expanded utilization of He II
More than 800 participants attended at CEC/ICMC'89.
There have been some 500 abstracts, a sizable fraction of
which relate to superfluid phenomena including dilution
refrigerators. Bc,th space cryogenics liquid management
tasks and other He I I uses have been of interest. The
rneet ir_g appears to have been the largest , successful
event in the history of the dual conferer_ce series. It
has been the 8th CEC/ICMC . With the steady increase in
scope and vc, lume it is difficult tc0 do justice to all the
fine workers and experts in the field. Nevertheless , senior
researchers have been asked to give their own impressior, s,
and personal experiences in a field whc, se accornplishr,lents
are cor_sidered a cornrnc,n way of life in ic, w temperature
technc, lc,gy utilization . ]'he reader is asked i'._t t,:-,
c0veriook other papers arfd author_ in the pr'c,grani and
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ei sewhere.
About half a cerJtury has passed sir_ce the discovery of
the "supereffects" ir, He I I . No clear date appears to be
available corJcerrsir_g the actual day of the discovery of
a special phase of heliur_1 below 2. 17 K. Early work ir_
Leider_ had already hir_ted at peculiar pherJorner_a A
milestor_e achiever_lent appears to have beer_ reached with
the 1938/39 publicatiorss of the thermornechar_ical effect,
the superfluidity arld related observatiorJs by Prof. Jack
Allers et al., Kapitza arsd others. At the CEC '89 it has
beer_ very gratifyir_g to see the sigr, ificarJt arid erJthusiastic
respor_se of authors cornir, g to participate ir, the
"1/2 cer_tury.. " sessions. Certairsly the 50 years passed
gave ample reasorfs for reflectior, s arid thought .
OrigirJally or, ly or_e sessior_ had beer_ plar_rsed for 1989
however the resporsse irsdicated more cor,terJt such that or_e
sessiorz addressed lab discoveries while a secortd or,e
corssidered He II-applicatior, s irJcludir_g large scale
systems. - ( Due to timir, g and space constrairsts , the
two sessiorJs could rsot be accomodat ed in the logical
sequer, ce irstersded.)
The keyrJote address irJ the area was givers by pler, ary
speaker Professor W.F. Virsers (paper G-I). Irzspectirzg basic
physics, Vir_erJ's preserstatior_ raised the provocative
questior_: are there ir_deed superfluidity applicatior_s,
such as He II Josephsor, jur, ctior, s ? The ar,swer is "r_o",or
better "r_ot yet" Thus, the r,_icroscopics has r_ot beer_
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ar, applicati,--,r_ item.
Ir, the sessic, r_ (GC) or_ the early lab discoveries of
the He I I physics, F'rofessor Jack Aller_ as most ser, ior
pior, eer ar,d origir_al discoverer gave a vivid accour, t of
what thir, gs looked like ir, those discovery years (GC-I). Irf
particular the use of products of the AllerrMiser, er
techr, ique versus porous plugs appeared to give rise to
ur,expected results, ar,d switchir, g from or,e to the other
appeared to be or_ a zig-zag path durir, g the probir, g of
supereffects; ( certair, ly a poir, t appreciated ir_ preserst
day efforts of four, tair, effect device applicatiorJs).
Dr. William E. Keller , (GC-2), author of or,e of the early
mor_ographs or, low temperature helium, emphasized the
exterssive effort at Los Alamos airnirsg at a quar, tificatiors
of equilibrium state behavior ar,d trarssport rates irs
very rJarrc, w slits. This precision work provided a firm
basis for various trar, sport regimes described by
pher_omer,ological equatior, s. Professor William M. Fairbar_k
(GC-3) has beers ir, most vigorous pursuit of mar_y
fur, damer,tal physics questior_s via exterrsive use ar,d
pror,lotior, of cryogenics ar,d supercor, ductor techr_ology ;
(compare his survey paper at the 1985 MIT CEC/ICMC) .
The "Fairbar, k plug" has beer_ but c,rse of the very useful
He II devices. William Fairbarsk preser_ted lab experirner, ts
at Duke ar,d at Starsford Ur,iversity, arid his sudder_ death
or, Sept. 3[], 1989 has beerg sadder, irug ; (because of
his ur_firJished writter, versic, rJ c,f paper GC-3 r,o paper
dc,cur,ler,tatior_ will become available). The fact that Bill
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FairbarJk has come as last rnir_ute substitute has beer_
appreciated by this writer ir_ particular. (A rather full
accourst c0f Bill FairbarJk's work is docurnersted ir_ "Near
Zero", ed. J.D. Fairbarlk et al. ) . Professor Russel I J.
Dor_r_elly (GC-4) addressed a favorite research topic
c,f his, the quarlturn vortex arid the vortex system. The
twisted path toward full appreciatior_ of the role of
quar_tized vortices has led from Orlsager arid Feyr|marl to
rnarsy remarkable direct arsd ir,direct rnarlifestatior|s of
their existersce, arid fluid dyr_amics has still to _ecogrlize
the limit of "high Reyrlolds number" as a dual case of
very high speed arsd orse regime of vortex-free low shear
viscosity ir_ combir_atiorl with rather low speed .
The sessior_ (FA) of the "i/2 cerltury" syri_posiurn
has beers devoted to the post-lab discovery part of the
work ir_ He II techr_ology areas. Professor Klippirlg (FA-I)
arid his group have beer_ pior_eering devices for space
cryoger_ics after irlitial developmerlt of r_ovel liquid
harJdlir_g equipment. The focus on superfluid techrJology
develc, pr_lerzt has led to a most challer_girsg arid, at the
same time, successful path irs cryc°ger_ic er_girseerir_g arid
superconductir_g magrlet stabilizatiorl. G. Claudet <FA-e)
addressed the latter efforts culmirfatirsg recerstly irl the
large scale TORE SUPRA tokamak system with He I I-cooled
"D" magrlets. Peter Masor_ (FA-3) has beer_ ar_ emirserJt
space cryogerlics piorseer orl IRAS alorzg with the
coworkers tearfl settirlg a He II space "rJlilestor_e". With
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this success He II use is cor_tirsuir_g its various space
projects . Professors N. NagarJo arfd M. Murakami (FA-4
speaker) provided irssights ir_to He If cryo-scier_ce
experimersts which appeared to have beerl corsducted rsot
or,ly for basic ideas but also ir_ the cor, text of the Japars
techrsol ogy efforts.
At this occasiors a very special "thar, k you" is
corsveyed to the irsvited "1/2 cer_tury... "speakers,
followirsg the call . Additior, al ackrsowledgmersts go to
rs_y colleagues helpir, g alorsg with the 1/2 cer_tury syrslposiurn.
Last , riot least , it has beers very gratifyir_g to receive
writter, additior, al irsput from irsvited speakers who
had beer, ursable to corse to CEC/ICMC '89 at the er_d of July.
Ir_ reflectior, ors past everJts J.L. Olsers has looked briefly
at the work dorse at Oxford by the Mersdelssohr, group , arsd
V. L. Ginzburg has summarized his thoughts or_ superfluid
helium irscludirJg a possible relatiorsship to "HTSC", the
high trar, sit iorJ temperature supercortductors.
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